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Most contemporary ethologists view the elephant as one of the world's most intelligent animals. With a mass
of just over 5 kg (11 lb), an elephant's brain has more mass than that of any other land animal, and although
the largest whales have body masses twenty times those of a typical elephant, a whale's brain is barely twice
the mass of an elephant's brain.
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Complexity theory and organizations, also called complexity strategy or complex adaptive organizations, is
the use of the study of complexity systems in the field of strategic management and organizational studies..
Complexity theory is an interdisciplinary theory that grew out of systems theory in the 1960s.: 350 It draws
from research in the natural sciences that examines uncertainty and non ...
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Developmental dyscalculia and basic numerical capacities: a study of 8â€“9-year-old students Karin
Landerla,b, Anna Bevana, Brian Butterwortha,* aInstitute of Cognitive Neuroscience, University College
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Wicked Problems and Social Complexity Page 3 do it right.â€• It is a sense of futility of expecting things to be
one way and repeatedly banging into a different
â€œSome problems are so complex that you have to be highly
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Publications Under revision To appear 2019. Richard Futrell and Roger Levy. 2019. Do RNNs learn
human-like abstract word order preferences?. Proceedings of the Society for Computation in Linguistics
(SCiL).
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Focus: Cognition, Technology & Work focuses on the practical issues of human interaction with technology
within the context of work and, in particular, how human cognition affects, and is affected by, work and
working ...
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Bloom et al.'s Taxonomy of the Cognitive Domain. Citation: Huitt, W. (2011). Bloom et al.'s taxonomy of the
cognitive domain. Educational Psychology Interactive.
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Cognition is embodied when it is deeply dependent upon features of the physical body of an agent, that is,
when aspects of the agent's body beyond the brain play a significant causal or physically constitutive role in
cognitive processing.
Embodied Cognition (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
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Thinking Pigs: A Comparative Review of Cognition, Emotion, and Personality in Sus domesticus
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2.3.3 Motor skill diminishment. Arthritis is a major cause of mobility issues for the elderly and Wikipedia [Wiki
MSD] reports that arthritis is the leading cause of disability in people older than 55 years.The US-based
Arthritis Foundation reports that 50% of Americans over 65 experience arthritis [Arthritis Foundation 2008] ,
while Arthritis Care in the UK report that 20% of all adults in ...
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From self to social cognition: Theory of Mind mechanisms and their relation to Executive Functioning
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Cognitive Science 26 (2002) 521â€“562 The misunderstood limits of folk science: an illusion of explanatory
depth Leonid Rozenblitâˆ—, Frank Keil Department of Psychology, Yale University, 2 Hillhouse Avenue, P.O.
Box 208205,
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